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Abstract

The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) is an experiment to search for a hidden sector photon,

aka a heavy photon or dark photon, in fixed target electroproduction at the Thomas

Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab). The HPS experiment searches for the

e+e− decay of the heavy photon with bump hunt and detached vertex strategies using

a compact, large acceptance forward spectrometer, consisting of a silicon microstrip

detector (SVT) for tracking and vertexing, and a PbWO4 electromagnetic calorimeter

for energy measurement and fast triggering. To achieve large acceptance and good

vertexing resolution, the first layer of silicon detectors is placed just 10 cm downstream

of the target with the sensor edges only 500 µm above and below the beam. Placing

the SVT in such close proximity to the beam puts stringent requirements on the beam

profile and beam position stability. As part of an approved engineering run, HPS took

data in 2015 and 2016 at 1.05 GeV and 2.3 GeV beam energies, respectively. This

paper describes the beam line and its performance during that data taking.
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1. Introduction

The Heavy Photon Search (HPS) experiment [1] at the Thomas Jefferson National

Accelerator Facility is a search for a new 20 − 500 MeV/c2 vector gauge boson A′

(“heavy photon”, aka “dark photon” or “hidden sector photon”) in fixed target electro-

production. Such a particle would couple weakly to electric charge by virtue of “kinetic

mixing” [2]. Consequently A′s could be produced by electron bremsstrahlung and

decay to electron/positron pairs or pairs of other charged particles. Since the expected

coupling is εe, with ε ≤ 10−3, A′ production is small compared to standard QED

production of e+e− pairs. To identify A′s above this copious trident background, HPS

looks for a sharp bump in e+e− invariant mass and, for very small couplings, separated

decay vertices. It does so with a compact 6-layer silicon vertex tracker (SVT) situated

in a dipole magnetic field. A highly segmented PbWO4 electromagnetic calorimeter

(ECal), located just downstream of the magnet, provides the trigger [3]. Observing a

statistically significant signal in the presence of a large background requires sufficient

luminosity such that the number of signal events is large compared to the square root

of the background (for the bump hunt), or a means of reducing the background so that

it is negligible compared to the signal (for the vertex search). This is accomplished

with the continuous wave (CW) CEBAF beam, utilizing very fast electronics, a high

rate trigger, and high data rate capability. To minimize the multiple scattering of the

incident beam into the detector, HPS employs very thin target foils and relatively high

(∼ 100s nA) average beam currents. HPS avoids most of these scattered beam electrons

as well as those that have radiated and been bent in the horizontal plane by the dipole

magnet, by splitting the SVT and ECal vertically into top and bottom sections, situated

just above and below the beam. The beam is passed through the entire apparatus in

vacuum to minimize beam gas backgrounds.

The kinematics of the reaction are such that A′s are produced at very forward an-

gles with energy approximately that of the incident beam (1 − 6 GeV for HPS). For

A′ masses of interest, the A′ decay products are very forward peaked, so the detec-

tors must be placed as close to the beam as possible. Similarly, good vertex resolution

requires the silicon tracker to be as close as possible to the target. The HPS detector
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accepts vertical scattering angles greater than 15 mrad. The first silicon layer is po-

sitioned 10 cm downstream of the target, so the physical edge of the silicon sensor is

placed just 500 µm above and below the beam (the sensor has a 1 mm wide guard ring).

Proximity to the beam imposes stringent requirements on acceptable beam size, stabil-

ity, and halo; necessitates protection collimation; and demands real time monitoring

and circuitry to protect against errant beam motion. The innermost silicon detectors

see high but tolerable radiation levels and roughly 1 % strip occupancies close to the

beam. Crystals in the innermost rows of the upper and lower halves of the ECal, situ-

ated about 3 cm above and below the beam, see maximum rates of about 1 MHz near

the exiting electron beam, which is transported in a vacuum chamber between them.

This paper will discuss HPS’s beam requirements, the design of the HPS beamline,

and its performance. It will review the beamline instrumentation used to measure and

monitor performance and to protect against errant beam motion. The excellent quality

and stability of the CEBAF beams coupled with HPS protection systems lets HPS take

data safely with its silicon detectors just 500 µm from the electron beam.

2. HPS Beamline

Fig. 1 shows the downstream end of the beam line in experimental Hall B, where

the HPS setup is located in the alcove downstream of the CLAS spectrometer [4]. The

HPS setup is a forward spectrometer based on a dipole magnet, 18D36 (pole length

91.44 cm, max-field of 1.5 T) as shown in Fig. 2. The target and SVT are installed

inside a large vacuum chamber within the gap of the dipole magnet. The calorimeter

(ECal) is mounted behind the magnet, 134 cm downstream of the target, and split

above and below a vacuum chamber that connects the SVT vacuum chamber to the

downstream beam line and the beam dump. The ECal vacuum chamber was designed

to allow the innermost ECal crystals to be mounted just 20 mm from the beam plane.

It has two wider openings, one to accommodate most of the multiple scattered beam

electrons and the other, the bremsstrahlung photons created in the target.

In order to transport the electron beam to the beam dump, two small dipole magnets

(pole length 50 cm, max-field 1.2 T) have been installed upstream and downstream of
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Figure 1: The downstream end of the 2H beam line with the HPS setup.

the spectrometer, forming a three magnet chicane with zero net integrated field along

the beam path. The electron beam is deflected to beam’s left in the first chicane dipole.

It impinges on the target, which is located at the upstream edge of the spectrometer

magnet, 6.8 cm to the left and at a horizontal angle of 31 mrad with respect to the orig-

inal beam line. The bremsstrahlung photon beam generated in the target continues in

that direction after the target, while the electron beam is bent back by the spectrometer

magnet toward the second small dipole, which in turn restores the beam to its origi-

nal direction in line with the dump. Behind the chicane there are two shielding walls

that separate the HPS setup from the downstream tunnel. A photon beam dump (a

lead cave with a tungsten insert) was installed after the first shielding wall, ∼ 7 me-

ters downstream of HPS. A Faraday cup cage and the Hall B electron beam dump are

behind the second shielding wall.

The HPS experiment will run with beam energies from 1 GeV to 6.6 GeV, and
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Figure 2: Partial cut-out view of the HPS setup.

beam currents up to 500 nA using 0.125 % radiation length, or 0.25 % for high energy

runs, tungsten foils as targets. The beam parameters required to run the SVT and ECal

in close proximity to the beam plane have been established using simulation and are

presented in Table 1. Requiring a small beam spot improves mass and vertex resolution

when beam position constraints are included in the track and vertex fits. The tracking

resolution at the target, which is much better in the vertical than horizontal direction,

is reflected in the disparate beam size requirements in x and y. A small vertical beam

size is also essential for keeping beam tails away from the Layer 1 silicon sensors.

The Hall B beamline is well equipped to deliver high quality beams which meet

these requirements. Small, stable beams have been routinely delivered for experiments

in Hall B [5] using the CLAS detector [4] where targets are positioned at the center of

the experimental hall.

2.1. Description of the Hall-B beamline

The Hall B beamline is divided into two segments, the so called “2C” line, from the

Beam Switch Yard (BSY) following the beam extraction from the CEBAF accelerator

to the hall proper, and the “2H” line from the upstream end of the experimental hall to

the beam dump in the downstream tunnel. The “2C” part of the beamline features an
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Parameter Requirement Unit

Beam Energy (E) 1 to 6.6 GeV

δE/E < 10−4

Beam Current 50 to 500 nA

Current Stability ∼ 5 %

σx < 300 µm

σy < 50 µm

Position Stability < 30 µm

Divergence < 100 µrad

Beam Halo (> 5σ) < 10−5

Table 1: Required beam parameters.

achromatic double bend (dogleg) that brings beam up to the hall’s beamline elevation

from the BSY. For most experiments, where the targets are located upstream of the

center of the hall, instrumentation on the “2C” line is sufficient to shape the beam

profile and position it. The beam line instrumentation on the “2H” line is then used

only for monitoring beam properties.

As seen in Fig. 1, the HPS setup is located at the downstream end of the 2H beam

line. The HPS target is about 17 meters downstream of the nominal Hall B center.

In order to deliver a small sized beam to HPS with the required position stability, an

additional set of quadrupoles and corrector dipoles and new beam diagnostic elements

have been added to the beamline. This design was optimized using the beam transport

software package ELEGANT [6]. The beamline optimizations have incorporated the

12 GeV CEBAF machine parameters and targeted the HPS beam size requirements [7].

The whole framework has been validated experimentally using the 2.2 GeV beam in

2011 [8]. The optimization was done for three beam energies, 1.1 GeV, 2.2 GeV, and

6.6 GeV. A two-quadrupole girder based on the existing design of the CEBAF arc

recombiner can deliver the desired beams when the girder is placed about 12 meters

upstream of the hall center.

The devices which are actively used to control the beam in the hall and monitored
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Table 2: List of elements on the Hall-B line from the beginning of the upstream tunnel

to the Faraday cup in the downstream beam dump that are actively monitored and

controlled by the experiment.

Description and section L (meters)

Stripline BPM, quadrupoles -40.2

H/V-correctors and viewer 2C21

Wire Harp 2C21 -38.8

nA-BPM 2C21A -37.6

Stripline BPM and quadrupoles -26.55

H/V-correctors, 2C22 and 2C23 -26.5

Quadrupoles, H/V-correctors

and viewer 2C24 -25.0

nA-BPM 2C24A -24.5

Wire Harp 2C24 -22.0

Hall-B tagger dipole -17.6

Stripline BPM 2H00 -12.3

Quadrupoles and H/V-correctors 2H00 -11.6

nA-BPM 2H01 -8.0

Center of the hall 0

Stripline BPM 2H02 13.5

SVT collimator 14.1

Wire harp 2H02A 14.8

Chicane dipole 1 15.3

HPS target 17.0

Spectrometer dipole 17.5

Chicane dipole 2 19.7

Beam viewer 2H04 24.0

Dump, Faraday cup 27.0
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by the experiment are listed in Table 2. The list starts from the shielding wall that

separates the BSY and the Hall B upstream tunnel (this is where the beam gets to

the Hall B beamline elevation). The first column in the table is the description of

the element and the name used to identify it, and the second column gives its position

relative to the geometrical center of the hall. The critical elements for shaping the beam

profile on the HPS target are the two quadrupoles on the 2H00 girder. The required

beam position stability was achieved by feeding back the readings of two stripline

Beam Position Monitors (BPM) [9], 2H00 and 2H02, to control the horizontal and

vertical correctors on the 2C22, 2C23, and 2H00 girders.

The beam profile and position are routinely measured by the wire scanner “harps”

located strategically along the beam line. In particular, the wire harp “2H02A” (shown

in Fig. 3), located only 2.2 m upstream of the target, played an important role in con-

firming the beam profile and position required for the experiment. This harp measures

the beam profile and its projected position along x-, y-, and 45◦ axes. The beam pro-

file and position are extracted by correlating the halo monitor response (distribution

of photomultiplier (PMT) in proximity of the beam line) with the wire position as the

wire moves through the beam. Multiple wires are mounted on a fork at ±45◦ and 90◦

angles with respect to the fork and the fork axis of motion is at 45◦ with respect to

the horizontal plane. The count rates from these halo monitors are also used as inputs

to the machine fast shutdown system (FSD) [10] as described below. In addition to

the actively monitored and controlled devices, a 10 mm thick tungsten collimator was

installed 3.1 meters upstream of the HPS target for SVT protection as shown in Fig. 1.

It had three rectangular holes of various sizes. For most data taking during the 2016

run the 2.82 mm×10 mm hole was used.

The HPS experiment has run with beam energies of 1.05 and 2.3 GeV, and plans to

run up to 6.6 GeV with beam currents up to 500 nA. The chicane magnet settings are

scaled with beam energy in order to maintain the beam trajectory. HPS uses a tungsten

foil target, 0.125 % of a radiation length thick at the lower energies, or 0.25 % of a

radiation length at energies of 4.4 and 6.6 GeV. The foil is supported on the sides and

top by a frame that has been kept very thin. This is to prevent a significant radiation

dose to the silicon detectors in case the beam would be accidentally deflected off the
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Figure 3: 2H02A Wire Harp. The wire frame is moved into the beam at 45◦.

target foil by, for example, an upstream magnet tripping off. The target, supported on a

cantilever and moved vertically by a linear actuator located outside the vacuum cham-

ber and spectrometer magnet, can be lowered on to the beam line without interrupting

the beam operation.

2.2. SVT Mover and Wire scanner

In order to bring the SVT to within 500 µm of the beam, the top and bottom SVT

layers 1-3 are mounted on movable support plates as shown in Fig. 4. Each support

plate holds three sensor layers comprised of both axial and stereo sensors, and a wire

frame. The plate is supported by two pivots on a downstream ”C-support” and con-

nected to a lever extending upstream to a precision linear actuator which can move it

up and down. In the nominal run position, the support plates are positioned parallel to

the beam and the physical edge of the sensor is 0.5 mm (L1), 2.0 mm (L2), and 3.5 mm

(L3) from the beam. The SVT can be retracted during beam tuning or when the beam

is very unstable. At the fully retracted position, the layer 1 sensor edge is 8 mm from

the beam.

Also shown in Fig. 4 is a beam’s eye view of the bottom wire frame which holds
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two wires and is also directly mounted on the SVT support plate. The horizontal wire

is 20 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten. The angled wire is 30 µm diameter gold-

plated tungsten and placed at 8.9 degrees to the horizontal wire. While the wires are

scanned across the beam using the linear actuator, the downstream halo counter rates

are recorded at each position. Since the horizontal wire position had been surveyed in

the lab with respect to the nominal SVT layer 1 sensor edge with 50-100 µm precision,

the SVT wire scan is used to determine the position of the beam relative to the nominal

center of the SVT coordinate system. After moving the beam to the desired position in

the SVT coordinates, and moving the support plates to their nominal positions, the sili-

con sensors in each of the layers are then correctly positioned with respect to the beam.

The distance between the horizontal and angled wires is used to measure the horizontal

beam position relative to the SVT coordinate system with about 300 µm uncertainty. If

necessary, the beam is moved horizontally, so that it is properly positioned with respect

to the SVT.

3. Beamline performance

The HPS engineering runs in 2015 and 2016 shared time in Hall B with the CLAS

detector upgrade project. Beams for HPS were available only after regular work hours,

on evenings and weekends. This arrangement required re-establishing high quality

beams daily. Such operations relied heavily on the reproducibility of the beam param-

eters from CEBAF, the stability of beamline magnet settings, the performance of beam

position and halo monitors, and the efficiency of beam set up procedures.

3.1. Establishing beam for physics

Establishing production quality electron beam for experiments in Hall B is a two

step process. The initial tune is done at low current by deflecting the beam down to

an intermediate dump with the Hall B tagged photon spectrometer dipole magnet [11]

and establishing the required beam profile and positions using wire harps and nanoamp

(nA) BPMs [12] in the upstream tunnel at the 2C21 and 2C24 girders (see Table 2). An

example of a beam profile at 2C21 from the 2.3 GeV run is shown in Fig. 5, confirming

that the beam was delivered to the hall with the required beam profile.
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Figure 4: Elevation view of the SVT motion system and beam’s eye view of the SVT

wire scanner with dashed line indicating the nominal horizontal beam position.
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In the second step, after degaussing and turning off the tagged photon spectrometer

dipole, the beam is sent straight to the electron dump at the end of the Hall B beamline.

Tuning and positioning the downstream beam profile is done using the 3-wire harp

“2H02A” mounted about 2.2 meters upstream of the HPS target. An example of (X,Y)

beam profile from the 2.3 GeV run is shown in Fig. 6. Beam sizes and positions were

initially measured on the harp and two stripline BPMs, 2H00 and 2H02. The overall

beam position was then moved as needed to center the beam on the SVT coordinate

system using the SVT wire scanner (see above). The SVT protection collimator was

aligned with respect to the beam and remained inserted at all times. The downstream

beam viewer at 2H04, located just before a Faraday cup, had three interchangeable

screens, a Chromox disk, a YAG crystal, and an Optical Transition Radiation foil. It

was used to ensure clean beam transport through the SVT collimator and the chicane

and to monitor beam stability during data taking.

After a high quality beam was established and properly aligned, the beam orbit

lock system was engaged. This system uses position readings from the two stripline

BPMs to regulate currents in the horizontal and vertical corrector dipoles to minimize

beam motion at the target. The response time for the beam orbit corrections is of order

one second and is determined by the readout bandwidth of the stripline BPMs at the

operating beam currents. The position accuracy of the BPMs depends on the beam

current and the readout speed. The data from the BPMs were read out and archived at

a 1 Hz rate. In Fig. 7 the variations of (x, y) positions from the set points on these two

BMPs during the entire data taking period of 2016 run are shown. The variations on the

upstream BPM, labeled 2H00, are RMS ' 55 µm and ' 84 µm for x and y positions,

respectively. The variations on the downstream BPM, 2H02A, are less than 30 µm

in both x and y and are within the resolution of the stripline BPMs. Similar position

stability was present during the 2015 run. Based on these data and the data from harp

scans where the beam profile is sampled in less than a second (the halo counter scaler

readout rate is ∼ 15 Hz), we conclude that any beam motion at the target at a frequency

of a few Hz is smaller than the beam width. Based on the BPM data the vertical beam

angle drift is less than 0.4 µrad as the distance between the two BPMs was 25.5 meters.

The observed beam angle variations have negligible impact on the beam’s trajectory
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Figure 5: Beam profile measurement with wire harp 2C21 during the 2.3 GeV run.
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Figure 6: Beam profile measurement with wire harp 2H02A during the 2.3 GeV run.
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Figure 7: Distributions of beam positions at BPM 2H00 and 2H02A during the 2.3

GeV run.

Once a stable beam at the target is established, the chicane magnets are energized

and the HPS target is inserted. The final step in establishing the production running

conditions is setting limits on the halo counter rates for the beam Fast Shut Down

(FSD) system. If the beam moves close to obstacles, e.g. collimator walls or silicon

detector edges, count rates on the beam halo monitors will increase. The threshold

for the FSD trip was set on the sum of the rates of the four halo monitors mounted

right before and after the HPS target. These rates were essentially constant when beam

conditions were stable. Most HPS data taking took place with FSD limits set to trip

the beam if the sum of the halo counter rates exceeded its mean value (for a fixed

integration time) by 5.5 σ. The integration time windows used during the 2015 and

2016 runs were 5 ms and 1 ms, respectively. The trip point corresponds to one false

FSD trip every 16 hours if the fluctuations are purely statistical.

While the FSD system could prevent errant beam hitting the SVT within a milli-

second time frame, it could not react to faster beam motions. The SVT protection

collimator fully protected the active region of the silicon detector in Layer 1, but its

protection did not extend into the 1 mm wide guard ring surrounding the silicon active
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area. It was therefore important to understand if there is any sizable beam motion at

a much faster rate, outside of FSD and BPM response times, that might irradiate the

guard ring. A system capable of sampling and storing halo monitor counts at tens of

kHz rate was deployed to study possible fast beam motion. This system, which was

also used to test the FSD system and to study beam motion during beam trips and beam

restoration, is described below.

3.2. Beam alignment relative to SVT

When the beam is delivered for the first time to HPS, or delivered after a long

down time, an SVT wire scan is performed to check that the beam is still aligned

to the SVT coordinate system. If the beam was not well-aligned, it was re-centered.

Fig. 8 shows the halo counter rate as a function of the linear actuator position for

the top SVT wire scanner. The first peak is from the horizontal wire and the rate

difference is due to the wire size difference. After fitting each peak to a Gaussian,

the vertical and horizontal beam positions relative to the SVT coordinate system are

measured. When the beam position was off more than 100 µm, the upstream corrector

magnets were used to move the beam, and the SVT wire scan was repeated to confirm

the beam movement. The wire scan shown in Fig. 8 resulted in the vertical beam

position of 35 µm above and the horizontal beam position of 99 µm left of the SVT

coordinate system, well within tolerances for beam placement. The vertical beam size

was measured from the horizontal wire scan to be 14 µm, which was consistent with

the measurement by the 2H02 harp after accounting for the fact that the beam is being

focused to the target location, and the harp is about 2 meters upstream. Once the beam

position was established, the SVT wire scan was performed only sparingly since the

orbit lock system could maintain the beam position well within 50 µm.

3.3. Beam motion studies

Several studies have been done to understand beam position stability beyond those

possible with the standard control and monitoring system. Signals from halo monitors

downstream of the HPS target were fed to a Struck SIS3800 scaler VME module read

out by EPICS Input-Output Controller (IOC) running on a Motorola MVME5500 CPU
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Figure 8: SVT wire scan.

board. This application allowed us to latch the scalers for time intervals as short as

15 microseconds and to write them into ROOT [13] files for offline analysis. The

following studies were done using this system to look for short term beam motions.

3.3.1. Fast beam motion

To get reasonable halo counter statistics in a 15 microsecond window, the beam

must be parked close to a solid object so its tails can produce high backgrounds. For

the first study, the 1 mm thick iron wire strung horizontally on 2H02A harp (Fig. 3)

was positioned close to the beam core to get sufficient rates. A change of rate indicates

beam motion towards or away from the wire. Both wire positions, above and below the

beam, were studied, to be sensitive to possible fast beam motions in either direction.

Fig. 9 shows a 140 ms snapshot of the scaler readout. With 100 nA beam current,

the average rate was 30 counts per 15 µs, or 2 MHz. The maximum rate was about

75 counts per 15 µs or 5 MHz. Since such rapid rate fluctuations were not observed
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Figure 9: Oscillations of rates on the halo monitors in the 140 ms time interval.

on the same monitors when the HPS target was inserted, the observed fluctuations are

attributed to oscillations in the beam position.

To estimate how large these beam motions are, the same halo rates were measured

every 0.1 second while the wire was passing through a 10 nA beam at a speed of

0.5 mm/sec, while the full beam vertical profile was measured. Fig. 10 shows a small

portion of that scan corresponding to positions between the beam and the wire at which

the rate fluctuation data shown above was taken. The red line on the figure corresponds

to the Gaussian fit to the beam profile. The motor positions corresponding to 2 MHz

and 5 MHz count rates at 100 nA beam current (after correction for the readout speed

and the beam current) are shown with blue dashed lines. The difference between these

two positions, after accounting for the fact that the harp moves at 45 degrees with

respect to the vertical axis, is ≈ 17.7 µm. So vertical beam oscillations of just 18 µm

will account for the observed rate variations, and this is much smaller than the vertical

beam size of ∼ 30 µm. Fast beam motion is not a problem for HPS.

3.3.2. Beam motion during beam trips

There are various causes for beam trips: beam loss in the machine itself; beam loss

in the delivery lines which cause rate increases on beam loss or halo monitors; RF sys-

tem trips or loss of RF to an accelerating cavity. The average beam trip rates were 5 and

10 per hour during HPS runs in 2015 and 2016, respectively. Although care was taken
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to develop optics with no vertical dispersion in the HPS region to avoid instabilities

due to RF fluctuations, beam motion preceding a beam trip could conceivably result in

a beam strike on the exposed regions of the SVT before beam termination. The time it

takes to shut the beam off is expressed as:

t = 27µs + Npass · 4.2µs/pass + Detection time (1)

where 27 µs is the time it takes to shut the beam at the injector and 4.2 µs/pass1 is the

time it takes to clear the machine. The “Detection Time” depends on the source of the

trip and can take milliseconds, e.g for the HPS halo monitor FSD system that time is 1

1A pass is a complete turn in the CEBAF accelerator.
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ms. If there is a large beam motion towards the SVT or other obstacles (collimator or

beam pipes), this should be captured in the halo monitor rates when they are read out

rapidly. Using the Struck scaler setup a couple of dozen beam trips and beam recovery

periods have been recorded. There were no rate increases during the beam recovery,

indicating no appreciable beam motion. In 30 % of the beam trips, some rate increase

was observed within 200 µs prior to beam shut off. This could have been due to beam

motion at the SVT or to higher beam backgrounds passing through the entire beam

line. Our measurement does not differentiate between these possibilities. Since many

of these instances of increased halo counter rates coincided with increased upstream

halo counter rates, it is likely that beam motion was not to blame in these cases.

3.3.3. Test of the FSD system

The CEBAF Fast Shut Down (FSD) system provides permissive signals to the in-

jector gun. If the permissive is removed, the gun shuts off within 27 µs. The sum of the

HPS halo counter rates was used for one of the inputs to the FSD system.
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Figure 11: HPS halo counter rates as a function of time. The FSD integration time is

1 ms and the beam current is 200 nA. Each point represents integrated counts over a

300 µs time interval.

After setting up production running, the halo counter rates were increased by run-

ning the 2H02A harp wire through the beam, simulating the condition where the beam

tail is hitting an obstacle. The system was tested for 1 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms integration

times. In Fig. 11 one of the measurements with FSD integration time set to 1 ms is
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shown. Each point on the graph is the integrated counts over 300 µs. The red line

on the graph is the trip threshold, 60 counts per 300 µs or 200 kHz. As one can see

there are three cases when rates go above the red line, two of which have only one

point (300 µs) above the threshold. The third one has three points (3 × 300 µs) above

the red line after which the beam is seen to have tripped as one would expect for trip

integration time of 1 ms. The same tests with 5 ms and 10 ms integration times gave

consistent results.

3.4. Beam halo

HPS is very sensitive to excess beam halo. As the active area of the silicon sensor

at layer 1 starts at 1.5 mm, we require that any beam halo extending beyond 1.5 mm

does not contribute significantly to the sensor occupancy. Fig. 12 shows the SVT axial

layer 1 occupancy during 2015 data taking at 50 nA and a special run without the

target. The SVT protection collimator with 4 mm × 10 mm hole was used. The 0.7 %

occupancy during data taking was mostly due to Coulomb scatterings in the target and

was consistent with expectation. Extra hits from the beam halo were observed in the

first ten channels when the target was removed. However, the extra hits were less than

20 % of the nominal occupancies. The halo was consistent with a Gaussian distribution

with σ = 1 mm at the intensity level of 10−5 of the core beam and was consistent with

the large dynamic range harp scan [5]. The sharp drop in the halo hits beyond 2 mm is

due to the collimator, and no extra hits from the beam halo were observed during the

2016 run as the vertical size of the collimator hole was reduced to 2.82 mm.

4. Summary

The HPS experiment took data successfully at 1.05 GeV and 2.3 GeV beam ener-

gies with the silicon sensor edge at only 500 µm from the beam. High quality beam was

delivered with the vertical beam size of 14 µm and the beam halo as small as 10−5. The

vertical beam position was maintained within 20 µm throughout the run by the beam

feedback system. The fast shut down system worked in protecting the silicon sensors

from errant beam exposure.
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Figure 12: SVT axial layer 1 occupancy during data taking run (green) and no target

run (blue). The histogram in red is nominal 50 nA Gaussian core and the blue curve is

a Gaussian fit to the halo with σ of 960 µm.
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